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Can someone explain the imperial system to me? Even as
an american it makes no sense. How quickly can you tell me
what 110 inches is in yards? Not very fast. Go to Double
Down On Home Development Section 3 to learn more about
why this system gives me headaches.

Florida is known for its climate to grow many fruits, but
apples aren’t one of them. Go to Building With Tools Section
4 to learn more about Florida’s fruits.

There are so many kitchen utensils outside of the ones we
use every day. I just wish my apartment’s kitchen was big
enough to fit them all. Go to A Few Words On Security
Cameras Section 1 to learn more about them.

Fashion is an amazing industry. They can make anything
look good, or at least make it look like it’s supposed to look
good. Go to Section 5 of Building With Tools to learn about
how they can even anything look good.

+5 points if you know who Porter Robinson is without having
to look it up. Just kidding, I’m not authorized to give points.
Go to Gambling Terms And Their Meanings Section 7 and I’ll
give you a reward there, I promise.

We as a society should prepare for life in space by thinking
about what new things we can do once we’re there. Like
space soccer! If you want more of my great space sport
ideas, go to A DIY Guide To Poker Tables Section 4.

Dances in the Nutcracker should’ve been named after other
kinds of foods too, not just candy. Like what about Frolicking
in the Bean Fields? No? Okay... Go to Building With Tools
Section 1 so you can at least hear me out about it.

